


CHERUBIM

INTRODUCTION

The word cherub(cherubim is the Hebrew masculine plural)is a word borrowed from the
Assyrian kirubu,from karâbu,"to be near",hence it means near ones,familiars,personal
servants,bodyguards,courtiers.

The word Qareeb(Arabic:

)even today means"
Near".It also means“intercessor”or“one who prays.”because of their nearness to God.

It was commonly used of those heavenly spirits,who closely surrounded the Majesty of
God and paid Him intimate service.They are always represented as the nearest beings to
YHVH.-those who are close to God.Hence it came to mean as much as"
Angelic Spirit".

(The change from K of Karâbu,to K of Kirub is nothing unusual in Assyrian.The word has
been brought into connection with the Egyptian
Xefer by metathesis from Xeref=K-r-bh.)

Jewish Encyclopedia gives the suggestions with respect to the etymology:

Following Lenormant's suggestions,Friedrich Delitzsch connected the Hebrew with
the Assyrian"kirubu"="shedu"(the name of the winged bull).

Delitzsch("Assyrisches Handwörterbuch,"p.352)connected it with the
Assyrian"karubu"(great,mighty);so,also,Karppe,in"Journal Asiatique,"July-Aug.,1897,pp.91-
93.

Haupt,in Toy,"Ezekiel"("S.B.O.T."),Hebrew text,p.56,line 11,says:"The name may be
Babylonian;it does not mean'powerful,'however,but'propitious'(synonym'damḳu').

"For the original conception of the Babylonian cherubim see Haupt's notes on the
English translation of Ezekiel,pp.181-184("S.B.O.T."),and the abstract of Haupt's paper
on"Cherubim and Seraphim,"in the"Bulletins of the Twelfth International Congress of
Orientalists,"No.18,p.9,Rome,1899.See also Haupt,in



Paterson,"Numbers"("S.B.O.T."),p.46:"The stem of is the Assyrian'karâbu'(=be
propitious,bless),which is nothing but a transposition of the Hebrew ."

Dillmann,Duff,and others still favor the connection withγρύψ("gryphus"=the
Hindu"Garuda"the Eagle)

Philo

“So the Christian Church from the first accepted the personality of the cherubim and
early adopted Philo's interpretation of the name.Philo interpreted the Cherub and the flaming
flaming swords as“figurative allusions which are enigmatically expressed”They actually are

figures of the the two hemisphers of the heaven covering the earth as in the ark of the
covenant.“The two cherubim are meant as symbols of each of the hemispheres”



”On the Life of Moses,II:XX:
But the ark is the depository of the laws:for in that are placed the holy oracles of God,which
were given to Moses;and the covering of the ark,which is called the mercy-seat,is a
foundation for two winged creatures to rest upon,which are called,in the native language of
the Hebrews,cherubim,but as the Greeks would translate the word,“vast knowledge and
science.”Now some persons say,that these cherubim are the symbols of the two
hemispheres,placed opposite to and fronting one another,the one beneath the Earth and the
other above the Earth,for the whole heaven is endowed with wings.”

In Philo’s discourse on the cherubim,these represent two aspects of God,His goodness
and His authority or as we today refer to as the Law and Grace.

Clement of.Alexabdria.:"The name Cherubim intends to show much
understanding(aisthesin pollen)."(Stromata,V,240.)

Though counted amongst the angels during the first centuries of Christianity,the
cherubim and seraphim were not mentioned in the lists of the early angelic hierarchy.At first
only seven choirs of angels were reckoned.(St.Irenaeus,Haer.II,xxx,and Origen,Peri

archon,I,v.)But soon it was realized that the Apostle's list was not intended to be a complete
one,and the Old Testament angelic beings mentioned by Ezechiel and Isaias,the cherubim
and seraphim,and others were added,so that we have eight,nine,or ten,or even eleven ranks
in the hierarchy.

According to the 4th cent.Dionysius the Areopagite,the heavenly beings are divided into
three hierarchies,each containing three orders or choirs,viz.(according to the received
order)seraphim,cherubim,thrones;dominions,virtues(
δυνάμεις),powers;principalities,archangels,angels.Cherubim were thus made the second of
the nine orders,having the special attribute of knowledge and contemplation of divine

things.Their angelic character is that which chiefly prevails in later notions and in Christian art.
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According to Jewish Encyclopedia,"Angelology",Maimonides,in his"Yad ha-

Chazakah:Yesodei ha-Torah",states there are ten hierarchal ranks of Angels in the Jewish
Angelic Hierarchy.

The cherubim and seraphim were sometimes thought to be but other names for thrones
and virtues(Gregory of Nyssa,"Contra Eunom.",Augustine in Ps.,xcviii,3).Since Psuedo-
Dionys.(De Caelesti Hier.written about A.D.500),the ninefold division of the angelic order has
been practically universal;and the cherubim and seraphim take the highest place in the
hierarchy,a rank which was ascribed to them already by St.Cyril of Jerusalem(370)and by
St.Chrysostom(about 400),and which Pope Gregory the Great,once aprocrisarius or nuncio

at Constantinople,made familiar to the West.Pope Gregory divided the nine angelic orders
into three choirs,the highest choir being:thrones,cherubim,and seraphim.Of the cherubim he
says(Hom.in Ev.,xxxiv,10),that cherubim means"the fulness of knowledge,and these most
sublime hosts are thus called,because they are filled with a knowledge which is the more
perfect as they are allowed to behold the glory of God more closely".This explanation of
St.Gregory is ultimately derived from Philo's similar statement,and was already combined
with the Old Testament function of the cherubim by St.Augustine in his sublime comment on
Ps.,lxxix,2,"Who sitteth upon the Cherubim":

Cherubim means the Seat of the Glory of God and is interpreted:Fulness of
Knowledge.Though we realize that cherubim are exalted heavenly powers and virtues;yet if



thou wilt,thou too shalt be one of the cherubim.For if cherubim means,Seat of God,remember
what the Scripture says:The soul of the just is the Seat of Wisdom.“(Catholic Encyclopaedia)

That is the summary of the stand of the early Christians.

Now let us look into what the Bible reveals with regard to the Cherubims and how the
bible interpreters try to explain them.

They are the most popular in the Hebrew Bible.The name is mentioned not less then 91
times.

The Hebrew Bible describes them as guardians of the path to the Tree Of Life.

But they also appear as vehicles of Yahweh’s throne.



CHAPTER ONE

CHERUBIM AS GUARDIANS

Cherubim are first mentioned in connection with the expulsion of our Adam and

Eve from Eden Gen 3:24 So he drove out the man;and he placed at the east of the garden

of Eden the Cherubim,and the flame of a sword which turned every way,to keep the way of

the tree of life.

There is no intimation given of their shape or form.But their job description here is
certain–to keep the way of the tree of life.It was to guard the Garden from being invaded and
the fruit of the tree of life be taken by Man.If we accept the story of Adam and Eve as a
physical historical reality then we will have to accept Cherubim also as a physical entity.

The important information here is that they are living beings and are guardians or
keepers of the garden so that man would not return to eat from the Tree of the knowledge of
good and evil.They carried the sword of fire.

In this connection the expected form of the cherub is a human with a flaming sword.

It would appear as if at the place where they were stationed-probably at the entrance to
the garden of Eden,there was a Tabernacle,a place of worship to which Cain and Abel
brought their offerings,and that it was from there that Cain went out from the "PRESENCE OF

THE LORD." Gen.4:16.



Only if we introduce the later revelations of the bible can we develop other forms for the
cherubim.Here are a few such attempts.

Thus Cherubim are introduced as the Guardians-in this case of the Paradise.

They stand guard with the flaming sword"to keep the way of the tree of life.We can see
this aspect clearly in Babylonian and Assyrian figures.They stand guard to temples and
palaces and to the cities..



We don’t have a picture of the cherub in this description.But their function is well
defined.These later pictures were there in the mediteranian world.

Artistic Cherubim were used as guardians of King’s Palace and of the

entrance of cities.

Here are a few pictures of these.

Winged cherub with a body of bull and human head.
Winged Creatures in Ancient Babylonian Sculptures

They were the guardians of the palaces.

Ancient Images

Bible History Online\

The karibu were usually portrayed as winged bulls with human faces,and huge statues
of the karibu were set up as divine guardians at the entrances of palaces and temples.
This is like the role of the cherubim placed“at the east of the garden of Eden…to guard the
way to the tree of life.”(Genesis 3:24,ESV)

In fact every door of a city,palace or temple were guarded by similar cherubs in the middle eastern countries.

Guardians of gates in Sanskrit is Dwarapalaka(door guard)which are placed at the entrance of temples.The same

idea is repeated even in the eastern countries as above.Here are a few examples.



Cheribum flanking a entrance to the ancient city of Nineveh(near present day
Mosul)Iraq.Nineveh was one of the oldest and greatest cities in antiquity.The area was

settled as early as 6000 BC and,by 3000 BC,had become an important religious center for
worship of the Assyrian goddess Ishtar.



Monumental Winged Bull,Neo-Assyrian,721–705 BC.at the entrance to the citadel of Sargon
II.

Winged human-headed bulls,the powerful guardians of ancient Assyrian gateways,
guarding the royal plalace of Nimrud (near Mosul in modern Iraq).



Photo by Aidan McRae Thomson on flickr

Lamassu(winged,human-headed bull-the definition of a cherub),from the citadel of Sargon
II,Dur Sharrukin(modern Khorsabad),Iraq,ca.720–705 BC.Limestone.



The Gate of All Nations:Persian Palace of in Persepolis

486–465 BC



CHAPTER TWO

CHERUBIM OF THE MERCY SEAT

They are next mentioned when Moses was commanded to provide furniture for the
tabernacle:

On the mercy seat

In these they are images of Cherubim.They are not living beings and were the work of a
craftsman with some directions from God himself..

Exo 25:17 And thou shalt make a mercy-seat of pure gold:two cubits and a half shall be

the length thereof,and a cubit and a half the breadth thereof.

Exo 25:18 And thou shalt make two cherubim of gold;of beaten work shalt thou make them,at
the two ends of the mercy-seat.Exo 25:19 And make one cherub at the one end,and one

cherub at the other end:of one piece with the mercy-seat shall ye make the cherubim on

the two ends thereof.

Exo 25:20 And the cherubim shall spread out their wings on high,covering the mercy-seat

with their wings,with their faces one to another;toward the mercy-seat shall the faces of the

cherubim be.Exo 25:21 And thou shalt put the mercy-seat above upon the ark;and in the ark

thou shalt put the testimony that I shall give thee.

Exo 25:22 And there I will meet with thee,and I will commune with thee from above the

mercy-seat,from between the two cherubim which are upon the ark of the testimony,of all

things which I will give thee in commandment unto the children of Israel.

The only form we could make out is that they have wings.With that much of
instruction,no body can make that.Evidently the artisans knew what the cherubim were
because they were already known to them from their culture.

Evidently here the cherubim are angelic mythical figures which God ordained to be made.

kaporet(Hebrew: ha-kappōreṯ)Mercy seat is evidently a seat or throne of YhVh.Kapporet
actually means“Atonement”.The function of the mercy seat is for public audience.God says,
“I will meet with thee,and I will commune with thee from above the mercy-seat,from between the
two cherubim”It is from this seat sins of the people are forgiven or atoned.Hence it is the mercy
seat.
In rabbinic tradition the original kaporet in the Tabernacle and Temple in Jerusalem is identified
as a lid of pure gold on top of the Ark,and the name kaporet given since it served
to"atone"(kaper)for the sins of the people.

In the Hellenistic Jewish Septuagint the term was rendered hilasterion("thing that

atones"),following the secondary meaning of the Hebrew root verb"cover"(ּכָפַרkaphar)in Pi'el and
Pu'al as"to cover sins,""to atone"found also in kippurim.The term hilasterion is unknown in
classical Greek texts and appears to be one of several Jewish Greek coinages found in the
Septuagint translation.The Jewish Greek hilasterion was later rendered literally into Latin as



propitiatorium in the Christian Latin Vulgate.In Jewish Greek texts the concept of a hilasterion
also occurs in Josephus'Antiquities of the Jews 16,7,1 mnema hilasterion("monument to ask for
atonement")

We see no throne or seat on top of the ark since YHVH himself is unseen.But it is from
this location that God spoke to Moses.

The cover of the Ark is called Kaporet which comes from the word Kaphar which
means"to cover"or"to atone."Upon the Ark sat the Mercy Seat.The Mercy Seat is the place of
atonement.Two winged cherubim covered it with outstretched wings—again,a picture of Heaven
with the two cherubim before the throne of God

Num 7:89 And when Moses went into the tent of meeting to speak with him,then he

heard the Voice speaking unto him from above the mercy-seat that was upon the ark of the

testimony,from between the two cherubim:and he spake unto him.Leviticus 16:2
The LORD said to Moses:"Tell your brother Aaron that he shall not enter at any time into the
holy place inside the veil,before the mercy seat which is on the ark,or he will die;for I will

appear in the cloud over the mercy seat.”

They were placed one at each end of the mercy-seat,with wings stretched upward,and
their faces"toward each other and toward the mercy-seat."They were anointed with holy
oil,like the ark itself and the other sacred furniture.

We do not know exactly how it was represented.Here are a few such attempts.

The Ark and the Mercy Seat",1894 illustration by Henry Davenport Northrop



These are the representations of the mercy seat which has been in vogue till
recently.However in recent archeological discoveries the cherubims are not seated on the ark
but are standing on either side.There is no statement in the Bible as to the Cherubims sitting
on the ark,They are always by the two sides covering the ark.The modern rendition is as
follows which fits more to the Revelation scene.



Cherubim as thrones of Kings and gods

This was a development from the thrones of the Pharoahs.

King Tutankhamen's throne,1350 BC.Female cherub is sometime interpreted as
falcons(
Nekhbet)if they are with face of an eagle instead of a human face.This chair is on
display at the Cairo Museum,Egypt.



The Ark of the Covenant as a Throne-ChairBy Tony Badillo

"...the cherub...is the winged sphinx or winged lion with human head...in Syria and
Palestine it is the winged sphinx which is dominant in art and religious

symbolism."(p.95.W.F.Albright."What Were The Cherubim?"G.Ernest Wright&David Noel
Freedman,editors.The Biblical Archaeologist Reader.Chicago,Illinois.Quadrangle Books.1961)

Mattfeld's Proposal and Rendering,17 Dec.2000 is shown below where two cherubs on
either side turn their faces to each other providind a throne.

Yahweh's Mercy Seat atop the Ark of the Covenant,showing the Cherubim"facing each
other"with"turned aside"heads.(cf.p.375.Barthel Hrouda.Editor.Der Alte Orient,Geschichte
und Kultur des alen Vorderaisien.Munchen.C.Bartelsmann Verlag.1991).Compare this to the
following ancient figure of the Cananite King.



Canaanite Prince seated on a Cherubim throne(winged sphinx)from an ivory found at
Megiddo ca.1200 BCE.John Romer,an Egyptologist,sees this throne as possessing

Egyptianizing features.Mainstream secular bible scholars see this throne as similar to the
Mercy Seatatop the Ark of the Covenant.

http://www.bibleorigins.net/MegiddoCherubthroneivory.html

Thrones of Cherubims were seats of Kings

These can be seen from the art of the period.



Canaanite nobleman or prince sitting in sphinx-chair as we have seen above..This
scene is drawn from an ivory carving found at the Canaanite stronghold of Megiddo.It
appears in
Readers'Digest Great People of the Bible and How They Lives(Readers'Digest

Association,1974),p.100.

Throne of Tutankhamen found in his tomb(1361-1352 BC).Made of wood,it is overlaid
with sheet gold,inlaid with precious stones,and ornamented with animal shapes such as
winged cobras wearing the crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt.It is fround in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art,photo by Egyptian Expedition.In ISBE 4:845

Ahiram,Phoenician king of Byblos c.1000 BC
seated on a cherub throne,before an offering table,from the National
Museum,Beirut.ANEP 458.Appears as plate 126 in James B.Pritchard(ed.),The

Ancient Near East:An Anthology of Texts and Pictures(Princeton University
Press,1958)



Solomon(970 to 931 BC)on his throne meeting the Queen of Sheba,by Henry
J.Soulen appears in Everyday Life in Bible Times(National Geographical
Society,1967)pp.230-231

While the Tabernacle and the temple figures were representations,visions of
Ezekiel and John presents them as real living beings.So it appears that the replication
of Tabernacle images were simply modeled out of the reality that was in heaven.They
were visual communications of heavenly reality in concrete form to the Israel and to
the Church.

Pope sitting between two cherubim figures



The idea is clear.The mercy seat is the seat of the King where the King receive his
subjects and as a judge and receives mercy and pardon and restoration.The judge and his
seat moved from place to to place and were carried on the mercy seat by his servants as a
palaquin.

An Indian god on procession sitting on his throne covered by a lion.





The mercy seat itself was to be carried by four levites when the tabernacle moves as the
Israelites moved through the desert from one place to another for those 40 years of

wilderness journey.

Kings also went from place to place taking care of the needs of his subjects.They were
then carried by four throne bearers.This is the picture that is painted in the ark of the
tabernacle.The ark moved from place to place as the Israelites moved.In fact it is YHVH who
initiated the move by the cloud moving from over the tabernacle which was at the center of
the camp.



But the problem is that there indeed was a throne seat or chair on which the King sat
when he moved from one place to the other.In the case of the deities,an idol takes that
seat.But we don’t see a chair or seat on the Ark It is constantly referred to as mercy seat.But
where is it.This made the difference.YHVH do not have a physical form.Even though he
judges and speak from between the cherubim,he appears as“glory”in the cloud and speaks
with his people.
To overcome this some scholars suggest the following structure for the Ark and the Mercy
seat.
But the biblical description does not seem to suggest this throne.

"As Jehovah and his people wandered in Sinai,he still had to be understood by his

chosen people...the Israelites made him a carrying chair,the Ark,adapted from the

designs of the chairs that carried Egyptian gods and Pharaohs."(p.61.John
Romer.Testament,The Bible and History.New York.Henry Holt&Co.1988.ISBN 0-8050-0939-
6)

The Ark of the New Covenant?





CHAPTER THREE

CHERUBIM ART WORK IN THE TEMPLE

Cherubim artwork are all over the temple

Ki 6:29 And he carved all the walls of the house round about with carved figures of
cherubim and palm-trees and open flowers,within and without.

Solomon added to the permanent Temple two very large cherubim at either end of the
Holy of Holies.

2Ch 3:10 Then he made two sculptured cherubim in the room of the holy of holies

and overlaid them with gold.11 And the wingspan of the cherubim was twenty

cubits;the wing of one,of five cubits,touched the wall of the house,and its other

wing,of five cubits,touched the wing of the other cherub.:

12 And the wing of the other cherub,of five cubits,touched the wall of the house;and its other
wing of five cubits,was attached to the wing of the first cherub.13 The wings of these
cherubim extended twenty cubits,and they stood on their feet facing the main room.



or was this



Was this how Solomon added his new pair of Chrubims in the Holy of Holies?

“A curious Talmudic legend has it that the cherubim in Solomon’s Temple were in the
form of male and female.When the Israelites came to the Temple on pilgrimage,the curtain in
front of the Ark was drawn aside and the cherubim were seen interlocked as if in sexual
congress.This was said to be a miraculous indication that God’s love for Israel resembles the
love of man and woman.



In another Talmudic legend,when the Ammonites and Moabites entered the Temple at
its destruction they pulled out the cherubim and attempted to expose the hypocrisy of the
Israelites who pretended to worship the invisible God and yet had figures of a man and a
woman having sex in the very holy of holies.
(https://www.myjewishlearning.com/article/cherubim/)

Cherubim are all over the temple.

On the curtains of Tabernacle:



Exo 26:1 Moreover thou shalt make the tabernacle with ten curtains;of fine twined
linen,and blue,and purple,and scarlet,with cherubim the work of the skilful workman shalt
thou make them.

Here cherubim figures are woven into the curtains that separates the tabernacle from the
rest of the world.This is symbolic of the function of the cherubim described in Gen.3:24 They
guard the entry into the holy places within the tabernacle.Only the elect will be able to enter
the holies.

This is the first covering.There are other coverings over it.

The second covering was made out of goat’s hair.

The third covering was a layer of ram skins dyed red.

The fourth covering was leather.According Jewish sages,the outer covering was made
out of porpoise or seal skins.

Cherubs are also on the veils that separate the Holy of Holies from the Holies

where the throne of God is:





Exo 26:31 And thou shalt make a veil of blue,and purple,and scarlet,and fine twined

linen:with cherubim the work of the skilful workman shall it be made.32 And thou shalt hang

it upon four pillars of acacia overlaid with gold;their hooks shall be of gold,upon four sockets

of silver.

In Solomon’s temple also we see Cherubim everywhere including the temple walls.

Two cherubim were placed on the mercy-seat of the ark;two of colossal size
overshadowed it in Solomon's temple.



(1 Kings 6:23-28;8:6,7;2 Chronicles 3:10-13;5:7,8).

God does not have a form.But God can take form when necessary.

The idea that the throne of God is Cherubim is certainly ridiculous,because God do not
have a physical form.Yet God did talk to Moses from amidst the Cherubim.Was this a
picturesque way of telling that Yhvh is King or was there a real form.Lord having a form is not
new even in the Old Testament as indicated in Gen 18 and Ex 24:10.The concept of The



Angel of Yhvh as the visible appearance of God in an experiential way is evidently clear
through out the Old Testament.Without such an assumption many of the biblical terms and
stories will become absurd.Here then is the real Yhvh as can be seen and heard by Moses
and Abraham and elders of Israel.So in the world we are in–in the material dimension of
Man-God entered and reacted with him long before Jesus himself incarnated.One of these
expression was the appearance from between the mercy seat.

In all the above the picture given is God is the King of all Universe.Sinfulness of man
keeps him away from his presence.Only the elect few are allowed back into this Garden and
into the Palace(Temple)and into the Holy of Holies to meet with him.



CHAPTER FOUR

ICONS AND IDOLS:DID YHVH VIOLATE HIS OWN RULES?
Moses himself supervised and saw the construction of the moving tabernacle

Temple(Church).We say that it contained detailed artistic representations of the beings in heaven
and earth not only in the outside of the sanctuary but well within the Holy of Hollies.The ultimate
idol within the Holy of Hollies included the Cherubim,the Tablets of the Law which were written by
the hand of God(Did God had a hand at that time?),the rod of Aaron which budded and a pot of
manna.They were in the central“altar”of the first sanctuary the movable sanctuary.

https://www.miltongoh.net/miltons-blog/arkofthecovenantprotection3

But when Solomon built the Temple in Jerusalem it was almost covered with images and
art work of things on the earth and beings in heaven and earth.This is what we have seen in
the last chapter.This brings us to the vital problem of the question of idols well within the
sanctuary and the temples under the direct supervision of YHVH himself.This is vital because
the struggle goes on into the construction of the Churches all over the world and word
throwing between denominations and groups.



https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/full/10.1086/674426

Wikipedia
https://hebrew4christians.com/Scripture/Torah/Ten_Cmds/Second_Cmd/second_cmd.html
https://classroom.synonym.com/judaism-beliefs-about-statues-12086241.html

Lo ta'aseh-lekha fesel v'khol-temunah asher bashamayim mima'al



va'asher ba'aretz mitachat va'asher bamayim mitachat la'aretz.
Ex 20:4

Thou shalt have no other gods before me.
This is the basic foundation of the law.

https://hebrew4christians.com/Scripture/Torah/Ten_Cmds/Second_Cmd/second_cmd.html

4 Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image,or any likeness[of any

thing]that[is]in heaven above,or that[is]in the earth beneath,or that[is]in the
water under the earth:5 Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them,nor serve
them:for I the LORD thy God[am]a jealous God,visiting the iniquity of the
fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth[generation]of them that hate
me;6 And shewing mercy unto thousands of them that love me,and keep my
commandments.

— Exodus 20:4-6

"You shall not make for yourselves an idol",the word is pesel,indicating something
carved or hewn.In subsequent passages,pesel was applied to images of metal and

wood,as well as those of stone.Other terms,such as nēsek and massēkâ,massēbâ,ōseb,and
maskit also indicate a material or manner of manufacture.

This would seem to indicate that an idol is defined by the way it is made-Carved or

hewn

By the material from which it is made:metal or wood or stone

“The King Solomon Temple was a sight to behold.According to today’s(2015)prices of
gold and silver,
the gold that was used in the temple of Solomon would have amounted to
be$194,404,500,000.
And the silver would be$22,199,076,000.
Wow!That makes for a grand total of$216,603,576,000”
(https://www.kncb.org/2015/06/11/king-solomon-temple/)

“Solomon arranges for workmen from this Phoenician king to help cut and deliver wood
for the temple,and to assist in stone cutting.Hiram offers Solomon one craftsman in
particular,also named Hiram(or Huram),the son of a man of Tyre and an Israelite woman,who
will make most of the temple furnishings—as Bezalel made things for the tabernacle in the



wilderness.”(http://bible.ucg.org/bible-commentary/1%20Kings/Agreement-with-Hiram-for-
temple-construction/)

Lo ta'seh-lekha fesel..."You shall not make for yourself a carved image."The Hebrew
word Pesel is often translated as"graven image"or carved image,"and refers to any three

dimensional image(regardless of how it may be produced)that is meant to represent the

divine.Connected with this prohibition is any form of human idealization as represented by a
statue(e.g.,of Pharaoh or a bust of Caesar).
v'khol-temunah asher bashamayim mima'al ba'aretz mitachat..."and[you shall not make for
yourself]any likeness of what is in the heavens above,or on the earth below."The key
word here is temunah,often translated"likeness."Temunah seems to be connected to the idea
of"form"or"pattern,"which has been generalized to refer to any symbolic representation of the
divine.Connected with this prohibition is the astrological deification of the sun,moon,and
stars,or fetishes that involve geographical locations.Ritual magic and animism is thereby
prohibited,as is any form of demonolatry(Deut.32:17).

"Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image" .

We must see a direct contradiction here.
Solomon’s temple was full of them.
Torah forbids,any representation or likeness of any living being(
temunah kol samel)and particularly any graven image(pesel)in heaven or on earth.But God
himself advises Moses to build in the most sacred place of Jewish sanctuary(
kodesh kodashim or sancta sanctorum),within the Holy of Hollies,where God“will meet”with
Moses and“will speak with him”;two statues,or“hammered work,”with human
traits(“faces”)and animal ones(“wings”)most probably a living creature-which is definitely not
God”must be placed.

This difficulty is underlined by another detail:the only other figurations in this whole
building(and in the Jewish liturgy)are,again,cherubim:“Moreover you shall make the
tabernacle with ten curtains of fine twisted linen,and blue,purple,and crimson yarns;you shall
make them with cherubim skillfully worked into them”(Exod.26:1).

Again when Solomon finally made the first Temple in the place where God wanted he
had a lot more such work all over inside and outside.Cherubim were made of different
material(wood instead of gold)and in different dimensions(much bigger)and were also given a
different position and this was in addition to the Cherubim on the ark.
In the inner sanctuary he made two cherubim of olive wood,each ten cubits high.He put the
cherubim in the innermost part of the house(1 Kings 6:23–27)

The following two pesukim(Exod.20:5-6)complete the Second Commandment:



Lo-tishtacheveh lahem v'lo ta'ovdem,ki anokhi Adonai Eloheykha El Kana,
pokeid'avon avot'al-banim'al-shileishim,v'al-ribei'im l'sonai.
v'oseh chesed la'alafim,l'ohavai ul'shomrei mizvotai.

Expressing idolatrous worship is said to involve one(or more of the following):

1. Prostrating yourself before an idol(in adoration or reverential fear)

2. Offering sacrifices to idols(i.e.,offering korbonot or any gift)

3. Eating before idols(i.e.,partaking of meat offered to them)

4. Drinking before idols(i.e.,performing any libation or drinking to them)
https://hebrew4christians.com/Scripture/Torah/Ten_Cmds/Second_Cmd/second_cmd.ht

ml

In short:

“https://www.wrs.edu/assets/docs/Courses/Theology_5/Ethics_Lecture_5--
Second_Third_Commandments.pdf

Second Commandment:

This commandment contains three prohibitions:
1)Make image of anything(God or creature)
2)Bow down to them(in worship)
3)Serve them

These three prohibitions must be taken together,not in isolation.”

If we take them independently and in isolation we will be denying even an attempt by
any human to understand God.No one can understand God in fullness.Revelation has
always been a progressive process and we understand everything through images of
mind,words or form.Bible is not God,it consists of words that give concepts and mental forms
even if it is a feeble one.Without these forms we cannot even understand the first principles
of who God is.It is in this the emphasis of incarnation lie.God became man in Jesus so that
we can get a better understanding of who God is.There is no higher revelation of God to man
than Jesus the Christ.

Jesus was indeed fully man.He was also fully God



The prohibition on making the images is based on this verse:

Deut 4:15 So since you saw no form of any kind on the day the LORD spoke to you out
of the fire at Horeb,be careful 16that you do not act corruptly and make an idol for yourselves
of any form or shape,whether in the likeness of a male or female,…

After the incarnation when God Jesus spoke to mankind,did we see a form which was
human and male?Has not Deuteronomy 4:15 been made void in the incarnation?.We have
the witness of a host of people and they have writtten their personal experience with God
through Jesus.Our faith is based on that witness too.

How do we living centuries after Jesus understand Jesus?Through the finite description
and images and other forms.

The Puritans tended to take the first prohibition by itself,thus forbidding any
representation of God or even Jesus Christ,even in the mind(WLC109).But such an extreme
interpretation fails to take into account the full implications of the incarnation,with the apostles
and eye-witnesses of Jesus remembering him,and the later appearances to Paul and to
John;it also fails to explain the various figures used in the tabernacle and temple.Likewise,the
commandment itself forbids images of allcreatures,not only the deity;however,the purpose of
false worship is evidently in view only.One general principle which has come from the second
commandment is the“exclusive principle”of worship.

Every form whether carved or formed out of materials or by words are amenable to
reducing to be an idol.The chances are great with visible forms especially the sculptures and
three dimensional forms.

Ask any Hindu,they don’t worship the idols,but the God represented in the idol.They
even go to the extreme of making their teachers idols because there is at least some god
within them and in their teaching.

It is because of the possibility of reducing forms-material or immaterial-that YHVH has
given the law.



https://hebrew4christians.com/Scripture/Parashah/Summaries/Terumah/Kapporet/kappo
ret.html

A form does not become an idol unless the form replaces the reality behind.This is true
of baptism,Holy Communion,marriage ceremony,festivals,remembering
events,dates,persons etc.

Taken alone as the idol form many innovations in Solomon’s temple(10 tables and lamp
stands,2 pillars,12 bulls,etc.),apparently of human initiation(but see 1 Chr 28:11-
13,19),which God approvedand blessed(2 Chr 5:13-14;7:1)will be the direct violation of
God’s commandment under the blessing of God who gave it.

Don’t use even pictures of Jesus argues John Murray of Presbyterian Church
https://purelypresbyterian.com/2016/05/03/three-reasons-images-of-god-are-idolatrous/.

Following this you cannot even use pictures in Sunday Schools.You can only read the
Bible.Don’t even try to tell it in the form of stories in your own way.You will be distorting
God’s revelation.

Deterioration of forms into idolatry is a real risk.Occasional and periodic reformation is
the right way to keep in its purpose of avoiding the worship of symbols.Usually these
reformation take little more step backward than as the block.As reformation goes on,it tends
to remove all forms and material media and rely more on sounds and light.But remember



there is no understanding possible without use of forms whether with sound or light or
material or immaterial,irrespective of the dimensions,0,1,2,3 D.

For a detailed discussion please see my study on“Semiotics of Sacrament”

These are not idols,they are symbols of something far more complext and real which
may help us understand God and His Son Jesus.

"Man commits idolatry whenever he honors and reveres a creature in place of
God,whether this be gods or demons…power,pleasure,race,ancestors,the
state,money,etc". Catechism of the Catholic Church 2112

It is useful to specify here that the tabernacle and the temple were exempt from

many rules and interdictions valid everywhere.

 For instance,the high priest in certain circumstances had to wear fabrics of
wool and linen,which were otherwise generally forbidden;

 sacrifices were performed and musical instruments played during Shabbat
and festivals,although these kinds of activities were not allowed in festive times
and so on.

So the cherubim on the ark were probably not seen as a transgression but rather as an
exception.



The problem with them is not a legal one,but a theological(and then a semiotic)one:

”What is the meaning of this exception to one of the most important rules?

The iconology of this cover and of the cherubim on its top is steady
enough.17Nevertheless,these figures were somehow changed in the more recent and famous
sacred place of the Jewish religion,Solomon’s Temple,built five centuries after the
tabernacle(following the traditional chronology)and slightly but s
ignificantly different from its mobile prototype.

https://www.ocf.net/icons-are-not-idols/Christina Andresen gives the stand of the
orthodox churches in regards to this conflict between Idols and Icons:;

<<The Triumph of Orthodoxy.We even have an icon about icons.

1. The Incarnation is a game-changer.Christ made visible the invisible
God,and thus it is allowed that images of Him be depicted.

2. Icons depict real people.The second commandment protects us from
creating fantastical creatures that replace the true God.Icons depict real people
and events that draw us to the true God.



3. Worship and veneration are not the same.Worshiping an idol is the
equivalent of replacing God with a created thing(or ideology or
passion).Venerating an icon is an act of respect and love that glorifies the
Creator(sort of like saluting to a soldier is an act of respect and honor that
shows your loyalty to your country).

4. God instructed Moses to create images.Just in case anyone thought
God’s commandment to Moses excluded all visual images of anything as
idols,check out Exodus 36:35-37:9 where,per the instructions of God,Moses has
images of cherubim embroidered into the curtains of the tabernacle and statues of
the same cast for the Ark of the Covenant.



Obviously,then,it is not images that are an issue,but our relationship to images.So what
do icons do for us and why do we love them?

1. Icons teach us our history.In the early Church,never mind the fact that
there was no official New Testament canon for almost 400 years,there were very
few copies of the Scriptures(no printing press),and not all Christians were
literate.Even today,we have a huge contingency of Christians who do not read–
you know,everyone under the age of five.Icons teach us the stories of Scripture
and the lives of the saints–the whole story of salvation–and invite us to be a part
of that history.

2. Icons teach us our theology.Icons are no ordinary paintings.They are
full of symbolic meaning to convey the theological truths of the True Faith.From
the colors to the stances of the people,to the scenery and lighting,icons teach us
who God is,and who we are in relation to Him.For example,in most of the festal
icons of Christ(Nativity,Theophany,Crucifixion,Resurrection),you’ll notice that
Christ is the Light emerging from the darkness(of the cave,the
water,Golgotha,Hades).Or you’ll typically see Christ wearing a red tunic with a
blue cloak,showing us that he was divine(red)but took on humanity(blue),and his
mother is typically dressed opposite as she–and we–are human(blue)who take on
Christ’s divinity(red).

3. Icons draw us near to the saints.We believe in a Church that is united
across both space and time.In other words,the saints that have preceded us are
just as much a part of the Living Body of Christ as our own friends and family.Just
as we might cherish an image of a loved one who is no longer physically with
us(and we might carry that image with us or even kiss it when we miss them),we
cherish the images of Christ,His mother,and the saints as images of those we love
and who guide us in our own lives.

4. Icons call us to be still and worship.Unlike other forms of visual
art,Orthodox iconography is specifically created with worship in mind.There is a
stillness and a peace about the figures,even when they are shown“in action.”What



seems to be a reverse in perspective is a message to us that it is we who vanish
in the distance when we move away from God.Icons help us focus our prayers to
God and help us dispel the distracting images that flit through our minds at the
prompting of the demons.

5. Icons call us to the heavenly realm.Everything about icons that we’ve
already mentioned–their themes,their symbols,their characters,their artistic style–
seek to draw us toward Christ and His holy ones.This is another reason that icons
are not painted realistically;they are meant to draw us not to themselves,but
beyond the images to the heavenly reality they depict.Unlike other art and
certainly unlike idols,icons do not allow us to get stuck in the beauty of this world

but call us to be a part of a world transfigured by God’s grace and love.>

2015 Greek Orthodox Epiphany celebration held at Spring Bayou in Tarpon Springs,Florida.
The Epiphany celebration,also known as the Feast of Lights,celebrates the baptism of

Jesus by St.John the Baptist in the Jordan river,this is one of the holiest days in the Greek
Orthodox calendar

Wikipedia

Again http://orthochristian.com/75661.html
Gabe Martini explains their stand in response to the criticism of John Calvin

“The scriptures tell us that Jesus Christ is the image or“form”of God(εἰκὼντοῦθεοῦ):“He
is the image of the invisible God,the firstborn of all creation”(Col.1:15).While the Father and
Spirit are both formless and invisible(1 Tim.1:17;Heb.11:27;1 John 4:20),theὑπόστασιςor



person of the Son is revealed to us in the God-Man Jesus Christ:“No one has ever seen
God;the only Son,who is in the bosom of the Father,he has made him known”(John 1:18).

God“became flesh and dwelt among us”(John 1:14),as the prophetic Emmanuel

indicates(Matt.1:23).When we look at Christ,we see the Father,and Jesus Christ is the“exact
counterpart of[the Father’s]person”(Heb.1:3).This word translated by the EOB
as“counterpart”isχαρακτὴρ,implying something like an image stamped into a wax
seal.Through the Incarnation,God made himself known to us as a
circumscribed,touchable,breathing person—a person that was born,grew old,ate and
drank,suffered,was buried,and resurrected after three days.

So when Calvin and his followers claim that depicting God in any way detracts from his
glory,we must only point to Christ,for it is in the person of Jesus Christ(most importantly,at

least)that we see the face of God.”

Cherub-One of the Nimrud ivories,9th-7th century BC.
Discovered in Nimrud(modern Iraq)and excavated by the British in the 1940s-60s.

The British Museum

Cherub that appears in the early tabernacle on top of the ark and on the curtains and the tent
covers of the tabernacle and later in the Solomon’s temple were all replicas of the earlier pagan

symbolism as above.They are there to explain something in a language known to the people
especially in the absense of written word in a community that were mostly illiterate.



CHAPTER FIVE

CHERUBIM AS THE VEHICLE OF GOD

Then we have the concept of Cherubim as the vehicle of God.
God is not on earth.He is in the heavens.So the picture should allow for the movement into
the heavens or it should include a winged creature.Hence we should have an eagle aside of
other lion and ox and man.

2Sa 22:11 And he rode upon a cherub,and did fly;Yea,he was seen upon the wings of

the wind.

2Sa 22:12 And he made darkness pavilions round about him,Gathering of waters,thick

clouds of the skies.

Cherub as God’s flying vehicle

Psa 18:10 And he rode upon a cherub,and did fly;Yea,he soared upon the wings of the

wind

In Indian terms,Vishnu is the expressed form of Brahman.Vishnu is identified as
YhVh in the Bhavishya Purana when it talks about Adam,Enoch and Noah.In Hindu
mythology Garuda the Eagle is the Vehicle–Vahana-of Vishnu.Is this a coincidence?I
have elsewhere proposed that these concepts came into Indian thought only after the
first century AD after the widespread Apostolic mission of St.Thomas.If this is true
these pictures entered into Indian thought through such pictures of Cherubim as
interpreted by the Gnostics from Syria in Indian terms.

In Ezekiel's vision(Eze.10:1-20)they are called living creatures,They supporting the
throne of God.

It represents a chariot vehicle.This is indicated by the complex wheels within wheels
which Ezekiel could not comprehend.

They rose up and flew and landed.They used the wings to fly and let drop it when
landed.Wheels turned and guided the flight.It is like a man of the first centuary being asked to
describe what he sees when a boeing 747 lands and take off.There is a vehicle



involved.Inside Ezekiel could see the living beings.Did he believe that the wheels had life.He
is not trying to give an interpretation,but was simply describing what he saw.

Drawers of the Chariot of the god

The following are a few of Greco-Roman deities that drive a chariot.The the vehicle is
driven by mythical animals showing power,authority,character etc of the deity.

 Apollo(Greek god)Riding a Griffin

 Poseidon/Neptune rides a chariot drawn by Hippokampoi(horse-fis



 Saturn rides his chariot of serpents

This representation of a vehicle describing the character and power of a deity through
their vehicle is more prominent in the Hindu deities of India.

“Goddess Saraswati's vehicle,the graceful and beautiful peacock,for example,represents
her status as the controller of the pursuit of performing arts.Vishnu sits on the primal
serpent,which represents the desire of consciousness in humankind.Shiva rides the Nandi
bull,which stands for the brute and blind power,as well as the unbridled sexual energy in
man—the qualities only he can help us control.Shiva's consort,Parvati,Durga or Kali,rides on
a lion,which symbolizes mercilessness,anger,and pride—vices she can help her devotees
check.Ganesha's carrier,a mouse represents the timidity and nervousness that overwhelm us
at the onset of any new venture—feelings that can be overcome by the blessings of
Ganesha.”

 “Aditya—seven horses
 Agni—the ram
 Brahma—seven swans
 Durga—the lion
 Ganesha—the mouse
 Indra—the elephant
 Kartikya—the peacock
 Lakshmi—the owl
 Saraswati—the swan or the peacock
 Shakti—the bull
 Shani—the crow
 Sheetala—the donkey
 Shiva—Nandi,the bull

 Varuna—seven swans
 Vayu—a thousand horses
 Vishnu—Garuda,the eagle&Adi Shesha,the serpent

 Vishwakarma—the elephant
 Yama—the male buffalo

(https://www.learnreligions.com/vehicles-of-the-gods-1770297)
(https://www.yourpetspace.info/hindu-animal-vehicles/)



When seen in this context,the imagery of God riding a chariot in the Bible
seems in keeping with ancient conceptions and poetic norms.The vehicle is a
symbolic representation of the character and powers of the rider

Figure 3–Cherubim Chariot,Phoenician art style.Ca.8th century
BCE(cf.p.74,fig.208.Heinz Demisch.Die Sphinx,Geschichte ihrer Darstellung

von den Anfangen bis zur Gegenwart.Stuttgart.Verlag Urachhaus Johannes



M.Mayer.1977(ISBN 3-8738-219-7)



CHAPTER SIX

THE LIKENESS OF THE CHERUBIM
Ezekiel 1:4-14 speaks of four cherubs

Eze 1:10 As for the likeness of their faces,they had the face of a man;and they

four had the face of a lion on the right side;and they four had the face of an ox on the

left side;they four had also the face of an eagle.

Here is an artist’s view of the Cherubim



Many of the members of my Bible Study Group were shocked by this picture
which are very similar to the pagan idols and Hindu gods.The fact is that these are
heavenly beings if we accept the visions of Ezekiel and John as true scenes of the
opened heaven.This shock has been expressed in various ways to try to explain away
these pictures.I must mention that these are the likenesses,or they appeared to the
visionaries like those faces.Since the visionaries cannot explain what they say except
in terms of what they know and understand they have made the best likeness of the
heavenly beings.In the idol worship the heavenly beings are worshipped and they take
the form of creatures below.

This is a common western understanding as well.[1]



Raphael’s Cherubs,from his‘Sistine Madonna

’



According to Rabbi Abahu,a cherub had the face of a child.He bases this on a word play
between the Hebrew
keruv and the Aramaic ruvya,utilizing the preposition“ke”(=like/as)to make up for the
otherwise missing first letter.This suggestion is clearly a midrashic etymology.Ibn
Ezra(Exod.25:18)already noted that the
kaf is part of the root of the word.Although suggesting a meaning for the term,Rabbi Abahu
does not suggest a meaning for the image.Why should winged children sit atop the Ark?

B. Yoma 74a discusses what the Cherubs represent,rather than what they
looked like:

Rav Katina explains the symbolism of the cherubs’wings touching each other.This represents

love and should call to mind the love of God to God’s people,Israel.What Rav Katina does not explain

is how the love of two creatures who are exactly the same should come to represent God and

Israel.This interpretation likely reflects a midrashic connection between the phrase“spreading

wings(פרשיכנפים)”used by Exodus to describe the cherubs and the identical phrase Ezek.16:8 and Ruth

3:9 for a man spreading his cloak over a woman.

The MeforshimThe meforshim(traditional commentators)on Exod.25:18 offer a number
of possible interpretations of the term,as reflected in this survey:

 Rashi endorses the position of the Talmud that they have children’s faces.

 R.Bahya ben Asher and R.Moshe Alshich,offering a modified version of
Rav Katina’s statement,suggest that one was male and one was female.(Rav
Katina doesn’t actually say this,but it is possible to read his statement this way.)

 Alshich adds that the meaning of this symbol is related to the mitzvah to
procreate.



 Ibn Ezra suggests that the word keruv just means“form”(צורה),and says that

the Torah does not tell us here what the form is,other than that they have

wings.However,he notes that he explained the meaning in his gloss to Gen.3:24,which

describes cherubs that were placed outside the Garden of Eden to block the path.Ibn Ezra

says there that the cherubs were“frightening images”(צורותמפחידות).

 Tying the imagery in with a different biblical account,R.Joseph Bekhor
Shor says that ark is the divine throne and the divine throne and the cherubs are
the“holy beasts”referenced in Ezekiel.(As will be seen later,he has anticipated
modern scholarship here.)

 Rashbam and Chizkuni both suggest that a keruv is a bird(עוף),presumably

because they are depicted with wings.On the total opposite spectrum,R.Bachya ben Asher

says they are angels.This interpretation of cherub associates them with another group of

winged angels,the Seraphim mentioned in Isaiah 6.(Most biblical angels do not have

wings.)Moreover,R.Bachya suggests that the meaning of the symbolism is to remind the

Israelites of the second most important(עיקר)principle in Judaism,the existence of

angels;according to him,angels make prophecy possible and without prophecy there can be

no Torah.The reason there are two,he suggests,is so that the viewer not mistake the statue

for an image of God.

 Rav Chaim Paltiel suggests that the two statues represent the two
attributes of God,mercy and justice.

 R.Jacob ben Asher(Ba’al haTurim)believes they represent two study
partners in a beit midrash,having a give and take about Torah



Four living creatures each with four faces
https://blog.logos.com/2018/01/vision-ezekiel-1-mean/

The four faces of each of the cherubim(Ezek.1:10)stand for the four"

excellencies"of the created order:

the lion,the greatest of the wild beasts;

the eagle,the greatest of the birds;

the ox,the greatest of the domestic beast;



and man,the crown of creation.

Again,the four living creatures are of the same genre of creatures that Adam named:



http://www.atkinslightquest.com/Documents/Art/YahwehAndHisWorld.htm

Eze 1:11 And their faces and their wings were separate above;two wings of every one

were joined one to another,and two covered their bodies.

Eze 1:12 And they went every one straight forward:whither the spirit was to go,they went;they

turned not when they went.

Eze 1:13 As for the likeness of the living creatures,their appearance was like burning coals of

fire,like the appearance of torches:the fire went up and down among the living creatures;and

the fire was bright,and out of the fire went forth lightning.

Eze 1:14 And the living creatures ran and returned as the appearance of a flash of lightning.

Eze 1:15 Now as I beheld the living creatures,behold,one wheel upon the earth beside the

living creatures,for each of the four faces thereof.

Eze 1:16 The appearance of the wheels and their work was like unto a beryl:and they four

had one likeness;and their appearance and their work was as it were a wheel within a wheel.

Eze 1:17 When they went,they went in their four directions:they turned not when they

went.Eze 1:18 As for their rims,they were high and dreadful;and they four had their rims full

of eyes round about.

Eze 1:19 And when the living creatures went,the wheels went beside them;and when the

living creatures were lifted up from the earth,the wheels were lifted up.

Eze 1:20 Whithersoever the spirit was to go,they went;thither was the spirit to go:and the

wheels were lifted up beside them;for the spirit of the living creature was in the wheels.



Eze 1:21 When those went,these went;and when those stood,these stood;and when

those were lifted up from the earth,the wheels were lifted up beside them:for the spirit of the

living creature was in the wheels.

Eze 1:22 And over the head of the living creature there was the likeness of a firmament,like

the terrible crystal to look upon,stretched forth over their heads above.

Eze 1:23 And under the firmament were their wings straight,the one toward the other:every

one had two which covered on this side,and every one had two which covered on that

side,their bodies.

Eze 1:24 And when they went,I heard the noise of their wings like the noise of great

waters,like the voice of the Almighty,a noise of tumult like the noise of a host:when they

stood,they let down their wings.

Eze 1:25 And there was a voice above the firmament that was over their heads:when they

stood,they let down their wings.Eze 1:26 And above the firmament that was over their heads
was the likeness of a throne,as the appearance of a sapphire stone;and upon the likeness of
the throne was a likeness as the appearance of a man upon it above.Eze 1:27 And I saw as

it were glowing metal,as the appearance of fire within it round about,from the appearance of

his loins and upward;and from the appearance of his loins and downward I saw as it were the

appearance of fire,and there was brightness round about him.

The same vision is repeated in Ez 10

Cherubim are represented as living creatures,four in number,but each with four
faces,man,lion,ox(replaced in the parallel chapter by cherub),and eagle(Ezekiel
1:10;10:14).They have the figure and hands of men(Ezekiel 1:5,8),and the feet of
calves(Ezekiel 1:7).

And in Revelation(4.6):

"Round about the throne were four beasts full of eyes before and behind,
and the first beast was like a lion,
and the second beast like a calf,



and the third beast had a face as a man,
and the fourth beast was like a flying eagle.And the four beasts had each of them six wings
about him,and they were full of eyes within."

Modern Greek Icon of a Seraph surrounded by words:Hagios Hagios Hagios Kyrios
Sabaoth

https://www.maristmessenger.co.nz/2011/11/01/lord-god-of-hosts/

Here the number of beasts remain four.But they are not tetramorph(each with four
heads).They had one head each only,but there were four varieties of them.

Tetramorph of Exekiel has four heads and numerous wings covered with eyes,the feet
resting on wheels,which are also winged.The example is taken from a Byzantine mosaic in
the convent of Vatopedi,on Mount Athos.



http://trackingbibleprophecy.org/revelation4B.php gives a comparison between the
Seraphim and the Cherubim.



Satan and the Covering Cherub

We know for certain that Satan was a covering Cherub.

Ezekiel 28:12‘You were the seal of perfection,full of wisdom and perfect in beauty.13You
were in Eden,the garden of God.Every kind of precious stone adorned you:ruby,topaz,and



diamond,beryl,onyx,and jasper,sapphire,turquoise,and emerald.Your mountings and settings
were crafted in gold,prepared on the day of your creation.14You were anointed as a guardian
cherub,for I had ordained you.You were on the holy mountain of God;you walked among the
fiery stones 15From the day you were created you were blameless in your ways until
wickedness was found in you.16By the vastness of your trade,you were filled with
violence,and you sinned.So I drove you in disgrace from the mountain of God,and I banished
you,O guardian cherub,from among the fiery stones.…

Since we know that Satan fell due to his own free will.It follows that Cherubim are also
beings of free will.Thus they represent beings who are in the will of God remaining in the
Glory of God like every believer will.They represent therefore the perfected mankind.(It will
be too much to identify cherubim as perfected saints as some try to do.)

Some interprets that the initial two cherubs covering the real mercy seat were Michael
and Lucifer.Michael is represented as the Commander in Chief of the Army of the Lord-a
Male form while Lucifer is the female counterpart of Michael,foremost in beauty and
wisdom.There is also a shade of resemblance here between Adam and Eve.Eve because of
her beauty and cleverness was the cause of the fall of Mankind.At any rate the fall of Lucifer
or Satan suggests the free will of Cherubim and in that sense they are similar to man and all
the intelligent creatures of the cosmos who are Sons of God.

Remember the fall of Man was due to his wish to be like God just as it was for
Lucifer.However God did not take away the freedom of choice from any one.Salvation is still
open and it will only be through free choice.

The difference between seraphim and cherubim are not very much According to
Christian tradition,seraphim rank highest among the angels.Seraphim means“fiery ones”and
also“ones of love”or nobles.In Isaiah's vision,the Seraphim uses coal of fire and touches
Isiah’s lips,to sanctify and make him a prophet.The coal came from the altar in
heaven,Seraphim are only fully described in the Bible on one occasion.This is in the book of
the prophet Isaiah,They are direct personal attendance of God.

Seraph in Hebrew came from the ancient serpent-god of the Gnostics of the East named
Serapis.Greco-Roman names for it were Sor-apis(Σέραπις,Attic/Ionian
Greek),Sarapis(Σάραπις,Dorian Greek),Serapin(GreekὌφις).All these names mean‘serpent.’

Isa 6:1-3 In the year that King Uzziah died,I saw the Lord sitting on a throne,high and

lifted up,and the train of His robe filled the temple.Above it stood seraphim;each one had six

wings:with two he covered his face,with two he covered his feet,and with two he flew.And

one cried to another and said:“Holy,holy,holy is the LORD of hosts;The whole earth is full of

His glory!”



Seraphim clearly means serpent in the following verses.

Num 21:8-9 Then the LORD said to Moses,“Make a

fiery[H8314ׂשָרָףsaraph],and set it on a pole;and it shall be that everyone who is

bitten,when he looks at it,shall live.”So Moses made a

bronze[H5175נָחָׁשnachash–serpent],and put it on a pole;and so it was,if a serpent

had bitten anyone,when he looked at the bronze serpent,he lived.

Isa 14:29“Do not rejoice,all you of Philistia,Because the rod that struck you

is broken;For out of the serpent’s[H5175נָחָׁשnachash–serpent]roots will come

forth a viper,And its offspring will be a fiery flying serpent[H8314ׂשָרָףsaraph].

We can also see Saraph used as a word for serpent in the book of Isaiah itself.In the last
part of the above verse–fiery flying serpent,there are only two Hebrew words for flying and
Saraph.If Saraph means just burning,then it simply means flying burning.However,the
meaning is very obvious that Saraph is a word for serpent.

John 3:14 King James Version(KJV)“And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the
wilderness,even so must the Son of man be lifted up”

Egyptian mythology features a creature known as a"seraf,"which was half eagle and half
lion that conduct kings to heaven when they die.The Assyrians have"Sharrapu,"connected
with the Babylonian fire god,Nergal.It is probably because of this connection between
Seraphim and the Serpent,Satan came to be referred to as Serpent or Dragon.



“He laid hold of the dragon,that serpent of old,who is the Devil and Satan,and bound him
for a thousand years.”(Revelation 20:2)

The Covering Cherub Concept:Cherubs are human imagination

The office of the Cherubim were,(1.)on the expulsion of our first parents from Eden,to
prevent all access to the tree of life;and(2.)to form the throne and chariot of Jehovah in his
manifestation of himself on earth.He”dwelleth between and sitteth on the cherubim“(1Sa
4:4;Psa 80:1;Eze 1:26,Eze 1:28).

Cherubim covered the mercy Seat of God.God spoke from between the cherubs.No
one can see God and live.So the form of God is covered by the wings of the cherubim.

In a slight variation of thought.the Hebrew term may mean"cherub of anointing,who
covers",therefore a royal,anointed being,overshadowing others with its wings to shelter
them.If this be so,we must add royalty and beneficence to the characteristics of cherubim.

Symbolicaly Cherubims become the covering which makes man difficult to see God
as he really is.
Rather than beaming rays of sunshine,they will see imaginary figures streaking through

their minds.According to Strong's Exhaustive Concordance the word,cherubim,comes from
the Hebrew word,keruwbim,which is a transliteration and means"imaginary figures."

The cherubim were sewn into the veil,that which represents man's mind,and is the
obstacle which separates him from the Most Holy Place.The curtains of the tabernacle also
contained cherubim,as well as the two doors of the temple,not to mention the
walls.Everywhere in the tabernacle and the temple cherubim were sewn and made.Man
cannot understand God through his intellect.They are the covering.Only the elect are allowed
into the tabernacle,into the holies and then into the holy of holies.Even then not without blood.

“The heavenly mysteries are covered with a golden pot on earth”(Manusmriti)

Cherubims are the picture of Man

Another interesting thought with great stretch of imagination is given below.

Seraphim and Cherubim are known to be Angels dwelling in the Angelic realm.The
Seraphim and Cherubim live upon the sea of glass in the future from our day.The Angels in
heaven are our future(or like our future as those beings that went ahead of us),just as we are
their past.The Angels round about the sea of glass were once humans upon the earth.

God destroyed the first creation where the Angels of heaven had once lived as
humans.God destroyed the first creation because God had created the first humans with
hearts and minds knowing both good and evil,which God realized by experience would not
work.God realized that evil and good could not live together in harmony side by
side.Therefore,the first creation(the creation before that of Adam and Eve)was destroyed in a
flood of water,as seen in Genesis 1:2 where the earth is shown to be covered in water.The



Angels in heaven were once humans upon the earth in the first creation.There is nothing new
in our world.All that has taken place since the re-creation of Adam and Eve,has already been.

When Adam and Eve were created(as described in the book of Genesis)they were told
to REPLENISH(repopulate)the earth;which means to restore the earth with people as it once
was in the first creation.

In Isa.6:2 the Seraphim have six wings as opposed to the Cherubim who have four
wings in Eze.10:15,21.The Angels in heaven(upon the sea of glass)do not have literal
wings.Their bodies are of a physical nature,however their bodies are more glorious than our
human earthly bodies.The Angels being described as having wings reveals that they are
heavenly beings who have ascended from the first earth to their new abode in heaven upon
the sea of glass.

The Angels in heaven are upon all twelve planets in our solar system in the future of our
day.As it was in the Garden of Eden at the time of Adam and Eve is how it is upon all twelve
planets(stars)where the Angels dwell;however,the abode of the Angels is far more glorious
than the earth at the time of Adam and Eve.

The sea of glass(diamond)is around the earth in the future.Upon the sea of glass are
trees,rivers,animals and atmosphere,as the world upon the sea of glass is an image of the
earth as it was at the time of Adam and Eve(Garden of Eden).Beneath the sea of
glass(diamond)are the twelve foundations of gemstones;the sea of glass(diamond)is the top
layer.Above the diamond covering are trees,plants,animals,and the Angelic beings.The city
called New Jerusalem in Rev.21:10,14 has twelve foundations.The city New Jerusalem is of
the future world that is upon the sea of glass(diamond).God’s throne(Shekinah Glory)is within
the city New Jerusalem.Before God’s throne is the only section of the sea of glass that is not
covered with soil,grass,trees and so forth,see Rev.4:6.

The Angels who dwell in heaven are in physical bodies which are like human bodies,yet
are far more glorious than Adam or Eve’s.The Angelic beings cannot physically leave their
abode upon the sea of glass,though their spirit can leave their physical bodies and travel
through time and space.The spiritsof Angels are permitted to be among us upon the
earth,and they can return to their physical bodies at will.

The spirits within the Angels are the same spirits within humans.In other words,it is as if
two identical spirits are in two bodies(one Angelic,one human)in two different time
periods(one of the future,one of the past).

The wicked angelic spirits who rebelled in heaven are of the same spirits who are in
human form,who shall rebel against God by rejecting God’s revealed word.

These are however too far fetched imagination verging on science fiction.We wont be
able to find biblical foundation for this imaginative interesting concept.



The four worlds of the Kabballah:

Kabbalah means“received teachings”or simply“traditions”and is derived from the Hebrew
word“Kabel”which means“to receive”Kabah the revelation of Allah,God was originally applied
only for Oral Law received after the destruction of the Second Temple in Talmud.It was at
least written down only after the destruction of the Second Temple–during 150 AD to 600 AD..

An understanding of the kabballah traiditions gives the background information for the
Biblical mythology.It gives us an insight into the Hebrew consmology which forms the
background of Old Testament thinking.It talks about four worlds of existence that have
emanated from Ein-Sof who dwells in darkness and who cannot be known.These are:

1.ATZILUTH

The Divine or Archetypal World.

The Yod of Tetragrammaton.
Secret Name:AB-Father
Element-Fire.



Atziluth is the highest plane of Creation.It is the well spring from which everything
emerges.It is difficult for the Human mind to comprehend the workings or the ideas that are
associated with such high realms of consciousness.The very essence of pure thought and to
some extent the very mind of the Creator may be glimpsed briefly in the Realm of Atziluth.

Atziluth is administered by the Highest of Beings-the Cherubim and they carry the sword
of swirling fire..They would appear to be extremely close to the Mind of God,in fact closer
than any others.

Atzilut,the"World of Emanation"or"Nearness(to the Godhead)",also called the Image and

the Heavenly man(Adam Kadmon),is the Divine Reality;the Sefirot or attributes of the

Godhead.They are the direct emanation from the En Sof,and hence most intimately

connected to the absolute Deity,perfect and

immutable.[C.D.Ginsburg,S.A.Cook,"Kabbalah",Encyclopeadia Britannica,11th ed.1911,vol

xv,pp.620-1

2.BRIAH

The Archangelic or Creative world.

The First Heh of Tetragrammaton.
Secret Name:Seg

Element-Water.



The world of Briah is the world of early Creation.The Archangels form the governing and
ordering body.Briah is most commonly associated with the Element of Water.It is in Briah that
the Mighty Archangels appear to establish the Will of God.Briah is where the plans are made
and the"blueprints"are drawn.Beriah,the"World of Creation"is also called"the Throne"

Ten sefirot being further from the En Sof then the sefirot of the universe of Atzilut,are of
a more limited potency,although their substance is still of the purest nature and without any
admixture of matter.The angel Metatron inhabits this world.He constitutes the world of pure
spirit and is the garment of Shaddai,i.e.the visible manifestation of the Divine.He governs the
visible world,preserves its harmony,and is head of myriads of
angels[C.D.Ginsburg,S.A.Cook,Kabbalah,p.621].

The world of Beriah is described in the Zohar as consistinhg of seven higher heavens or
firmaments which emanante from the seven lower sefirot of Atzilut,and are beyond the
traditional seven heavens to which the stars and planets are fixed[Paul Krzok,"The
Cosmological Structure of the Zohar",p.32 The Hermetic Journal,no.20,Summer 1983)].This
is also the world of the angels centred around the throne of God.

3.YETZIRAH(Formation)

Olam ha-Yetzirah.
The Angelic or Formative world.

The World of thought.

The Vau of Tettragrammaton.
Secret Name:MahElement-Air



Yetzirah is the World of Formation.This is the realm of logic and intelligence.The
intellectual world represented by the Element of Air.Yetzirah is the world of Angelic
Choirs.Here are the Seraphim and the Elohim.Choirs of Angels bring the resources that are
needed to bear for completion in Assiah.

Yet they are still non-material.This is the abode of the angels,who are wrapped in
luminous garments.The myriads of angels are divided into ten ranks,according to the ten
sefirot,and each angel is set over a different part of the universe,and derives his name from
the element or heavenly body he guards[C.D.Ginsburg,S.A.Cook,Kabbalah,p.621].

4.ASSIAH

Olam ha-Assiah
The Material world.
The Physical world.

The Final Heh of Tettragrammaton.
Secret Name:Ben
Element-Earth.



Assiah is the world of action.this is the material world in which the results of the efforts of
God become material.The Ideas that were started in Atziluth reach manifestation in Assiah.

The physical universe and Malkuth are the representation of Assiah.The four Elements
are the primary building blocks and are present in the physical sense in Assiah.This is the
region of the grossest sefirot,consisting of material substance.There are ten degrees,each
lower than the other.Alternatively,there are seven earths(the highest presumably being the
earth of human beings,i.e.the physical universe)one beneath the other,and beneath the
lowest of them,seven hells,again arranged in sequence.In contrast to Christianity,the souls of
sinners are there not only to be punished but also to be purified,before ascending,the
exception being the hell of Abadon,where the soul is apparently destroyed[Paul Krzok,"The
Cosmological Structure of the Zohar",The Hermetic Journal,no.20,Summer 1983)pp.33-4].





Thus the four heads represents the highest of the four realms of creation.Yes indeed,the
whole cosmos is the carrier of YHVH.

Kabbalah in actual fact assigns one angel for every emanated world.



CHAPTER SEVEN

EXTRA TERESTIAL VISITATION?

We should remember that Ezekiel is describing something of which he has no idea.He
sees the four living beings with several wings and several heads He also sees wheels and
wheels within the wheels.He sees all the four cherubs as one unity,united in motion and
somehow related to the wheels.If it reminds us of an extraterrestial flying object,we are not
far from the truth.

“Intelligent beings from other star systems have been and are visiting our
planet Earth.They are variously referred to as Visitors,Others,Star
People,ETs,etc....They are visiting Earth NOW;this is not a matter of conjecture or
wistful thinking.
”

–Theodore C.Loder III,Phd,Professor Emeritus of Earth Sciences,University of
New Hampshire

In Revelation we do not see the wheels.We only see the Throne of God and the four
living being around it.The vision of the wheels within wheels suggests that the living beings
were in some mechanical vehicle.They are thus seen united with the vehicle itself.The



human figure actually walks into it.

Ezekiel do not see a vehicle but sees wheels within wheels and they are whirling

wheels.The wheels are driven by the cherubim(the spirit of the living creature was in them)

In the firmament that was over the head of the cherubim there appeared above them as

it were a sapphire stone,as the appearance of the likeness of a throne.But Ezekiel do not see

a figure on the throne.There is only the“Glory of God”and no form.

Whatever the vehicle was,Ezekiel could not make out.He interprets its as the throne of

God being carried by Cherubim and uses a complicated chariot with wheels within wheels-

some kind of machinery that was not understood by him.If it looks like an extra-terestial

visitation you are not an exemption.If you look at the representation of the Ezekiel scene by

artists you will see that.Here are a few.But artists do add a human form to the“Glory of God”.

Yhvh sits above the cherubim

1Sa 4:4 So the people sent to Shiloh;and they brought from thence the ark of the

covenant of Jehovah of hosts,who sitteth above the cherubim:and the two sons of

Eli,Hophni and Phinehas,were there with the ark of the covenant of God.

Isa 37:16 O Jehovah of hosts,the God of Israel,that sittest above the

cherubim,thou art the God,even thou alone,of all the kingdoms of the earth;thou hast

made heaven and earth.

Psa 80:1 Give ear,O Shepherd of Israel,Thou that leadest Joseph like a

flock;Thou that sittest above the cherubim,shine forth.

Psa 99:1 Jehovah reigneth;let the peoples tremble:He sitteth above the

cherubim;let the earth be moved.



There are four Cherubim in this vision.The number four appear again in John’s
vision.This is also number of"living creatures"mentioned in Rev 4:6.Here the position of the
cherubim are slightly changed and appears to be in the Guarding position.These have led to
the explanation that Cherubim are bodyguards and vehicle carriers of the Lord.Ezekiel's
vision of the Cherubim,which is practically the same in the tenth chapter as in the first,has
given rise to a multitude of explanations.



Ezekiel sees over the heads of the cherubim,the throne of the God,

who is thus absolutely sovereign over his whole creation.



https://www.sacred-texts.com/chr/tbr/img/04200.jpg





Were they really extraterestial visitations from a higher realm of existence?



CHAPTER EIGHT

INTERPRETING THE BIBLICAL CHERUBIM

This chapter is an attempt to pool in the various explanantions on these biblical
narratives to find the historical explanations.

“The prophet first saw a luminous cloud coming from the north;from a distance it seemed
a heavy cloud fringed with light and some intense brilliancy in the centre thereof,bright as
gold,yet in perpetual motion as the flames of a fire.Within that heavenly fire he began
gradually to distinguish four living beings with bodies as men,yet with four faces each:a
human face in front,but an eagles face behind;a lion's face to the left and an ox's face to the
right.Though approaching,yet their knees did not bend in their march,straight and stiff they
remained;and for feet they had the hoofs of oxen,shod as it were with shining brass.They had
four arms,two to each shoulder,and attached along each arm a wing.Of these four winged
arms two were outstretched above,and two were let down and covered their bodies.These
four living beings stood together,facing in four opposite directions,and between them were
four great wheels,each wheel being double,so that it could roll forward or sideways.Thus this
angelic chariot,in whatever of the four directions it moved,always presented the same
aspect.And both angels and wheels were all studded with eyes.And over the heads of the
cherubim,so that they touched it with the points of their outstretched wings,was an expanse
of crystal,and on this crystal a sapphire throne,and on the throne one resembling a man,the
likeness of the glory of Jehovah.”(Catholic Encyclopaedia)

Dr.Michael S.Heiser

is a scholar-in-residence for Faith life,the makers of Logos Bible Software.He is the
author of The Unseen Realm:Recovering the Supernatural Worldview of the Bible
and has taught many Mobile Ed courses,including Problems in Biblical Interpretation:Difficult
Passages I
This article is excerpted from Dr.Heiser’s book

I Dare You Not to Bore Me with the Bible..
https://blog.logos.com/2018/01/vision-ezekiel-1-mean/

Ezekiel had his vision in Babylon as one of the captive exiles(Ezek 1:1–3).Comparing his
vision to Babylonian iconography reveals that

Ezekiel saw a divine“throne chariot”of the heavens—widely described in the ancient biblical



world.Just as human kings had chariots,so did deities.A deity would traverse the heavens in
his chariot throne,inspecting his domain and exercising authority over it.

In Ezekiel’s vision,this throne sits atop the“expanse”(
raqiaʾ,1:26)—the,רקיע same word used in Genesis 1:6–8 for the heavens(see also Psa 29:10)and to

describe God’s abode(Psa 150:1).

Wheels supported the chariot throne,along with four unusual creatures(identified as
cherubim in Ezek 10:4).

Each creature had four faces:human,lion,eagle,and ox(Ezek 1:10).

Next to each cherub were four gleaming wheels(Ezek 1:15–16).These wheels were set on
edge,since they are described as
“tall”(Ezek 1:18).They had
wheels within them—that is,each one had at least one concentric circle within it.The vision
describes the outer edge,or“rim,”of each
wheel as having“eyes”(עַיִן,ʿayin).

The prophet Daniel,who was also in Babylon,described the very same blazing throne
with wheels(Dan 7:9).

The Vision in Context

The four faces of the four animals or cherubim correspond to the iconography of the
Babylonian zodiac.Each represents a seasonal constellation in Babylonian astrology,and
each face or constellation also represented one of the four directions(N,S,E,W)or quadrants
of the sky.Babylonians knew that the heavens were connected to what happened on
earth(times,seasons,crops,weather,etc.),and they believed their gods controlled those
functions.Information about the stars was laid out on Mesopotamian astrolabes,clay tablets
whose concentric circles could well correspond to the“wheels within wheels”imagery.

English translations of Ezekiel’s vision often break down at the point where the prophet

describes“eyes”(עַיִן,ʿayin)on the rims of the wheels.ʿAyin occurs a number of places in the

vision,but it is not always translated.Taking the esv as an example,ʿayin occurs six times in

chapter 1(vv.4,7,16,18,22,27)but is left untranslated three times(vv.4,7,27).In the vision’s

description of the wheels,the wordʿayin is translated once as“sparkling”(Ezek 10:9).Since

ancient astronomical texts commonly describe shining stars as“eyes,”ʿayin can refer to stars

or their sparkling appearance.Many translators miss this possibility,failing to consider the



astronomical context portrayed by the four faces.

The Meaning of the Vision

During their time of exile,the Jewish captives might have easily believed Yahweh had

abandoned them forever.Likewise,the Babylonians could have simply assumed their gods

had defeated Yahweh and ruled the heavens and the earth unchallenged.But Ezekiel’s

imagery sends a message to the Jews in exile—and to their Babylonian captors:Both

assumptions are flawed.Yahweh has not been defeated,nor has He turned away from His

people,Israel.He remains seated in His chariot throne at the center of His domain—the entire

cosmos.When we read Ezekiel 1 through ancient eyes,we can feel the same hope

today:Even in the midst of difficult circumstances,we can know that an all-powerful God is

active and present in our lives.

Cherubim as Shekina Glory

Cherubim on the ark are called the"cherubim of glory"i.e.,of the Shekinah,or cloud of

glory,for on them the visible glory of God rested.So in Hebrews we read:

Heb 9:5 and above it cherubim of glory overshadowing the mercy-seat;of which things

we cannot now speak severally.

Are they Real or Imaginary?

Eston and other protestant theologicans interprets them as simply symbolic and not

real.This may be traditional obstinacy to accept other living beings.While western rationalistic

period refused to acknowledge extraterrestrials simply because it might overthrow the

superiority of man.,all the rest of the world accepted the coexistence of other beings both

embodied and disembodied here on earth as well as outside the earth in this dimension and

in other dimensions as well.For the Africans and the Indians a spiritual world is always near

us and inside and around us.

“Notwithstanding the present common opinion of advancedProtestantscholars,that

cherubim are only symbolic representations of abstract ideas,the Catholic Church

undoubtedly holds that there are actually existing spiritual beings corresponding to the

name.That Old Testament writers used the word cherubim to designate angels,not merely to

express ideas,can be best gathered from Gen.,iii,24,whereGodsets cherubim at the entrance
of Paradise.This sentence would bear no sense at all if cherubim did not stand for ministerial
beings,differing from man,carrying out the behest ofGod.Likewise,it is difficult to read
Ezechiel and to persuade oneself that the Prophet does not presuppose the actual existence
of real personal beings under the name of Cherubim;in chaps.i and x he speaks again and
again of"living beings",and he says the spirit of life was within them,and repeatedly points out
that the bodily forms he sees are but appearances of the living beings thus
mentioned”(Catholic Encyclopaedia)



The office of the Cherubim were,(1.)on the expulsion of our first parents from Eden,to
prevent all access to the tree of life;and(2.)to form the throne and chariot of Jehovah in his
manifestation of himself on earth.He dwelleth between and sitteth on the cherubim

1Sa 4:4 So the people sent to Shiloh;and they brought from thence the ark of the

covenant of Jehovah of hosts,who sitteth above the cherubim:

Psa 80:1 Give ear,O Shepherd of Israel,Thou that leadest Joseph like a flock;Thou that

sittest above the cherubim,shine forth.

But the Cherubims are not the throne as is evident in the Revelation scene.

Since the human rulers imitated the living beings and made themselves carved thrones
of cherubim.They all wanted to be like God.In the ark these carved images represented the
living beings which actually exist in the heavenly dimension.These apparently had a material
existence just like man while being an exalted spiritual being.

The Ark and the Cherubim were symbolic illustrations and not Real living beings.

It is possible for us to think of the cherubim as an artistic expression of Gods throne of
grace and presence.The Israelites were in Egypt for a very long time and assimilated most of
the Egyptian culture.Among them was their art.

“Ark may have been illustrated by an artist using the conventions of Egyptian art in the
historic period of 1220 BCE.It is a characteristic of Egyptian art that was nothing in the
compositions was left to chance.Within Egyptian illustration,every gesture,symbol and glyph
has a very specific meaning and the meaning of the whole is often enhanced significantly
depending on the additive nature of its parts.As I built this illustration I couldn't help but
marvel at the cumulative significance and consistency the Egyptian symbology had with
literary and scriptural references to the Ark.

It is characteristic of Egyptian iconography is to be read as if it were part of a text.The
way the iconography is read and applied to an illustration gives its own meaning.These
subtleties are rooted in the fact that the Classical Egyptian language was written in
Hieroglyphics.Hieroglyphs and their meaning often were directly derived from pictographs
and iconography,making the language replete with double meaning and pun.The ancient
Egyptian language was very conservative in its evolution throughout its history and was the
instrument of the scribes and the ruling classes.It was not until the time of the creation of the
Phoenician Alphabet and its derivatives languages that words were written entirely
phonetically and with no pictorial references.”



The earliest artistic representation and our first form of cherub is found in the walls of
Zedekiah’s cave.Because of its typical Assyrian style,it was dated to the time when
Jerusalem was under the cultural influence of Assyria,which was the time of the first temple
period.It also fit the Biblical description of a cherub.Ron theorized that it was possible that
when the Ark and other items were hidden just prior to the destruction of Jerusalem by the
Babylonians,this"cherub"was carved on the wall near the tunnel through which they were
taken,symbolizing the protection of God's angels over these holy things

In this sense the Tabernacle and all that is within and without which the Lord has
described were a symbolic communication to the people.It is this Paul illustrates in Hebrews
in detail.Hence there is in some sense to interpret Cherubim of the Tabernacle and furniture
of Temple as symbolic expressions of the message of Salvation.

These are symbolic of aa very high order angel whose primary duty is to guard the
things of God.Thus--the many eyes for vigilance,the many wings for swiftness,and their
nearness to the throne of God.(See:Genesis 3:24 and Exodus 25:18-22).They are often
called as covering angels.

Traditional Explanations

https://thetorah.com/the-cherubim/

 Chazal’s InterpretationThe Talmud offers several interpretations of the
symbolism of the cherubs.One suggestion(b.Chagigah 13;b.Sukkah 5b)connects

the face of the cherub with that of a child.

Raanan Eichler argues against the idea of the cherubs being a divine throne.

First,it is generally the ark itself that is emphasized as being synonymous with God’s
presence,not the cherubs.



Second,the cherubs spread their wings over the ark—this is how they are described,implying
that they function as cover for what is below them,not support for what is above them.

Third,there is no seat described for the cherubs..

Fourth,unlike with ancient Near Eastern thrones,the cherubs are facing each other not
forward.This is problematic for the throne theory since the cherubs would be staring at God in
a less than modest angle.

1 Chronicles 28:2,“Hear me,my brothers,my people!I wanted to build a resting-place for
the Ark of the Covenant of the Lord,for the footstool of our God.”[20]

Isaiah 66:1 begins:“Thus said Yhwh:The heaven is My throne and the earth is My
footstool”[21]—the instructions for the construction of the Mishkan may offer a different
understanding:“The Cherubs guard My throne and the Ark is My

footstool.”

The point here is,if the cherubs are living creatures,they cannot be the throne.It is one
thing to portray cherubs on thrones as in the thrones of the Kings,but another if they are real
live beings as Ezekiel was talking about.In the case of Exekiel,the vision shows Cherubim as
accompanying covering force rather than solid chairs.Or they may be thought of as carrying
the throne.Since some wheels and its motion is described,they are the drivers of this vehicle.

Eichler suggests that while the Ark,is the podium or footstool of God,the wings of the
cherubs which were standing on two feet rather than all fours,were spread in a protective
capacity.The image of wings above a king or even a god serving as protection was again a
popular image in the ancient Near East,especially in Egypt where the winged sun-disc was a
standard iconographic feature.



Winged disk spreads wings over images of Pharaoh Rameses and the god Amun as a
cover over their head.



http://www.godkingscenario.com/gks/the-winged-disk-of-mars-gks-17



This figure immediately directs us to the Zorastrian representation of the world’s first
monotheistic God-Ahura Mazda.

Ahuramazda:the"wise lord",the supreme god of the ancient Iranians,whose cult was

propagated by the legendary prophet Zarathustra,the founder of Zoroastrianism.







CHAPTER NINE

GOD IN THE MIDST OF HIS PEOPLE

"According to rabbinical tradition,the standard of Judah bore the figure of a lion,that of
Reuben the likeness of a man or of a man’s head,that of Ephraim the figure of an ox,and that
of Dan the figure of an eagle."(Keil-Delitzsch)

These four tribes tented on the four sides of the tent of meeting and their standards were
always flying on the four sides of the tent of meeting.Yhvh is he who resides on the praises of
his people.

After the covenant the arrangement of the tribes around of the tabernacle were ordered
by God.

Num 2:17 Then the tent of meeting shall set forward,with the camp of the Levites in the

midst of the camps:as they encamp,so shall they set forward,every man in his place,by their

standards.

At the center of this order was the tabernacle itself;the tribes would arrange themselves
to the east,south,west,and north in relation to the tabernacle.Since the tabernacle was
symbolically the presence of God with them,this meant all order in Israel began being
centered around God Himself.

Num 2:1 And Jehovah spake unto Moses and unto Aaron,saying,

Num 2:2 The children of Israel shall encamp every man by his own standard,with the

ensigns of their fathers'houses:over against the tent of meeting shall they encamp round

about.

Num 2:3 And those that encamp on the east side toward the sunrising shall be they

of the standard of the camp of Judah,according to their hosts…

Num 2:5 And those that encamp next unto him shall be the tribe of Issachar:…

Num 2:7 And the tribe of Zebulun:….

Num 2:10 On the south side shall be the standard of the camp of Reuben

according to their hosts:

Num 2:12 And those that encamp next unto him shall be the tribe of Simeon:

Num 2:14 And the tribe of Gad

Num 2:18 On the west side shall be the standard of the camp of Ephraim according

to their hosts:

Num 2:20 And next unto him shall be the tribe of Manasseh:

Num 2:22 And the tribe of Benjamin.

Num 2:25 On the north side shall be the standard of the camp of Dan according to

their hosts:.

Num 2:27 And those that encamp next unto him shall be the tribe of Asher:

Num 2:29 And the tribe of Naphtali.



”the four living creatures united in the cherubic forms described by Ezekiel were
represented upon these four standards"(Keil and Delitzsch,Commentary on the
Pentateuch,III,17).

Here we see the idea of God residing in the midst of his people.The people are
representative of the Cherubim symbols.His people are God’s expression-God’s faces.It is
varied and in its unity gives His character.

But then this is not limited to the Israelic encampment:
The four signs are also seen in the four zodiacal points of Solstices and Equinoxes.



A simple depiction of the zodiacal wheel showing the connection between the four living
creatures and their astrological



counterparts.Source:http://www.siriustwins.com/watcher/cherubim.jpg

These four signs do concur to the four faces of the Cherubim.Again the concept of God
in the midst of his people is expanded to include the whole of creation.

The inner circle of creation includes the angelic beings like the cherubims,then we have
the Levitical camp then we have the 12 Israel tribes and beyond that it poito the whole
universe with God as center.

http://www.the-field.org/bse.htm
Ensigns

Each standard is said to have had as its"sign"one of the twelve constellations.One

standard with its sign on it,for each tribe,hence called an"ensign"



God chose the Jews as an example.The whole picture of the Tabernacle and the Jewish
nation under God was a picture in miniature of God in relation to His creation.He stand
enthroned in the midst of His people.The whole cosmos with God as the head is one organic
unity.He is in the midst of His Sons.

It would probably suggest that these forms are forms of the creatures of the hosts of
these heavens forming the Sons of God.Some fell later and was subjected to death just like
man.Psalms 82:1



CHAPTER TEN

FOUR CHERUBIM AS FOUR ASPECTS OF JESUS

Early Christian Fathers saw in this model a description of Jesus and of the Gospel of
God’s Salvation.These four figures came to be represented as the four natures of Jesus

LION=Strength-Kingship-Jesus the Lion of Judah as represented in the
Gospel of Mathew.Here Jesus is represented as the King of the Jews and the
expected mesia,the Jews were waiting for.Matthew revealed him as a LION;the
Lion of the tribe of Judah.His genealogy was written as from David Matthew 1:1.

EAGLE=Swiftness-Prophet–a wider vision beyond the narrow dimension of the Jewish

nation as represented in John’s Gospel.Here Jesus is the Word became God,the incarnate
only begotten Son of God

OX=forebearing,patient,the burden bearer,suffering servant and the sacrificial beast.
Servant as represented in Mark’s Gospel.Mark showed him as an OX;the servant.His record
commenced upon that note without any reference to his origin,birth or genealogy.

MAN=Intelligence-The perfect man as represented in Luke’s Gospel.He is the perfection
for which the nations were looking for.Luke



Cherubim then is a representation(if we want to interpret them as symbols
only)of the perfect Man

These characteristics of the Lord,displayed during his life and ministry,all united to draw
attention to his function in the Mercy Seat.

Again it is this unity that represents the perfection in every Son of Goad.Thus in one
sense the Cherubs represent the pecfected beings of the cosmos.Thus we do see many
interpreters tend to identify the Cherubim as perfected saints in the presence of God serving
him day in and day out and praising him and acting as angels of mercy.

Though we realize that cherubim are exalted heavenly powers and virtues;yet if thou
wilt,thou too shalt be one of the cherubim.For if cherubim means,Seat of God,remember
what the Scripture says:The soul of the just is the Seat of Wisdom.

https://billrandles.wordpress.com/2011/03/02/the-cherubim-and-the-gospels-rev-4/

The Face of a Lion-This corresponds to the gospel according to Matthew,with its heavy

Hebraic emphasis.Jesus is the“Lion of the tribe of Judah”,the one Jacob prophesied of as a

crouching lion,

Judah,thou art he whom thy brethren shall praise:thy hand shall be in the neck of thine

enemies;thy father’s children shall bow down before thee.Judah is a lion’s whelp:from the

prey,my son,thou art gone up:he stooped down,he couched as a lion,and as an old lion;who

shall rouse him up?(Genesis 49:8-9)

The Messiah is the King of Israel,and his teachings are the law and polity of the

Kingdom.Jesus is Lord,the Son of David,the King who shall reign forever.Matthew’s
emphasis is the King and the Kingdom of God.

*The Face of an Ox–The Gospel of Mark has no birth story for it is irrelevant how a

lowly servant is born.This is the gospel of the servant of the LORD,who came to carry out his

Father’s will.
The imperative word,Euqus,translated,”immediately”is repeated over and over again in

Mark.It is a word one would use on a servant,for in Mark,Jesus is hard at work,rushing to do

God’s will.
Like an Ox,he plods,on undeterred by opposition,suffering or death.He came to die,as a

sacrificial OX,and as the strong,carrying the burdens of we,the weak and bankrupt.
He is despised and rejected of men;a man of sorrows,and acquainted with grief:and we

hid as it were our faces from him;he was despised,and we esteemed him not.Surely he hath

borne our griefs,and carried our sorrows:yet we did esteem him stricken,smitten of God,and

afflicted.But he was wounded for our transgressions,he was bruised for our iniquities:the

chastisement of our peace was upon him;and with his stripes we are healed.(Isaiah 53:4-6)



*The Face of an Eagle In John’s gospel,we are given something unique to the other
three,we are given the Divine perspective of Jesus.

The eagle flies higher,and sees clearer from farther away than any other creature on
earth.Jesus is God.He came to us from above,he then descended to earth,that he might“bear
us up”as on eagles wings.

And no man hath ascended up to heaven,but he that came down from heaven,even the

Son of man which is in heaven.(John 3:13)

Jesus is presented as the one who is from above-

And he said unto them,Ye are from beneath;I am from above:ye are of this world;I am

not of this world.I said therefore unto you,that ye shall die in your sins:for if ye believe not that

I am he,ye shall die in your sins.(John 8:23-24)

His descent to us is that we might be born from above,and have everlasting life.

*The Face of a Man-Finally,in the gospel of Luke,Jesus is revealed as the ideal man,He

is what mankind was always intended to be,and in him,our true humanity is redeemed and

restored.

The genealogy in Luke goes all the way back to Adam,for Jesus is the representative
man.He fully enters into all of man’s
problems;poverty,oppression,suffering,hunger,temptation,weariness,and injustice,and as the
representative man,he prevails,for he keeps faith with God his Father through it all.

Jesus tells us,of his mission,that“the Son of Man comes to seek and to save that which

is lost”,and in this gospel the threefold parable of the lost coin,the lost sheep and the lost son

are told.

The compassion of God for Lost and suffering humanity is shown in Luke’s preaching of
Jesus,the true son of Man.

Therefore the“Beasts”of the throne room of Revelation,do indeed reveal Jesus,in the
aspect of the four gospels,and his earthly ministry.Jesus is Lord!



There are others who presents a different connection between the four faces of the
Cherubim with the four gospels.



for details see my book on“Four faces of the Gospel”



Four representation of Christ and his incarnation mystery.

Ezechiel’s vision with Christ,in a
mandorla,and the symbols of the Evangelists from the Bury Bible(Cambridge,Corpus Christi

College,MS 2),around 1130–1140.Top-left:Matthew/
homo/man/angel;top-right:John/aquila/eagle;bottom-left:Mark/leo/lion and bottom-



right:Luke/vitulus/bull/ox.Bury Bible(Cambridge,Corpus Christi College,MS
2).In:KAUFFMANN(1966).

https://quadriformisratio.wordpress.com/2013/07/01/the-tetramorph-and-more/

A 13th century Cluniac ivory carving of Christ in Majesty surrounded by the creatures of
the tetramorph.(Wiki)



The four evangelists and their symbols played a prominent role in the Celto-

Hibernian manuscripts of the seventh,eighth and the beginning of the ninth

century,like the Book of Durrow(c.680 AD),the Gospel of St.Willibrord(c.690

AD),the Book of Lindisfarne(c.700 AD,fig.311),the Gospel of St.Chad(early eighth

century),the Canterbury Codex Aureus(c.750 AD)and the Book of Kells(early ninth

century)(NORDENFALK,1977)(fig.312/313).



—In Rabbinical and Apocryphal Literature:

The Cherubim of the Temple.

As regards the representations of the cherubim in the Temple,Josephus holds that

no one knows or can even guess what form they had("Ant."viii.3,§3);Philo thinks they

represented the two supreme attributes of God,goodness and authority("De

Cherubim,"x.;"De Vita Moysis,"iii.8;ed.Mangey,ii.150);he says,however,that some

authorities took the cherubim to represent the two hemispheres("De Cherubim,"vii.).

\

The rabbinical sources evince an archeological rather than a theological interest in the
cherubim.Onkelos,the proselyte(beginning of the second century C.E.),says that"the
cherubim had their heads bent backward,like a pupil who is going away from his
master"(B.B.99a);this is intended to explain the somewhat ambiguous verse referring to the
cherubim in the Tabernacle(Ex.xxv.20),meaning that the faces of the cherubim were bent
downward toward the cover( )of the Ark,but still with their eyes turned toward each
other.Onkelos'view is also given in the Targ.O.on the passage,while the Targ.Yer.thinks that
the faces of both the opposite cherubim were turned downward toward the cover(compare
Friedmann,"Onkelos und Akylas,"pp.98-99).

Concerning the form of these cherubim,an authority of the end of the third century
says that they had the form of youths,( ,derived

fromכ="like,"and ="youth";Suk.5b;Ḥag.13b).The last-named passage says that the cherubim
which Ezekiel saw in his vision(Ezek.x.1)also had this form,adding that the four creatures at

the throne of God were originally man,lion,bull,and eagle,but that Ezekiel implored God

to take a cherub instead of a bull;Ezekiel desiring that God should not always look upon a

bull,which would continually remind Him of Israel's worship of that animal.It seems that the

Talmud had noticed that Ezekiel's conception of the heavenly creatures differed from the

traditional one.

Communion of Israel with God.

It is recorded as a miracle that when Israel was worshiping the Lord,the cherubim

lovingly turned their faces toward each other(B.B.l.c.),and even embraced like a loving

couple.On these occasions the curtain was raised so that the Jews who had come on

pilgrimage might convince themselves how much God loved them(Yoma 54a).

At the(destruction of the Temple the heathen found the cherubim in this posture;and they
mocked the Jews because of their obscene worship,thinking the cherubim to be the objects
of it(Yoma 54b).



This conception of the cherubim,as representing the union of Israel with God,has been

further developed by the Cabala,the cherubim being taken to represent the mysterious

union of the earthly with the heavenly(see Baḥya b.Asher to
Ex.xxv.20;Zohar,Terumah,ii.176a).The symbolical interpretation of the
Alexandrians,mentioned above,is also found in rabbinical
sources.Midr.Tadshe(ed.Epstein,p.15),like Philo,takes the cherubim to symbolize the two

names of God,Yhwh and Elohim,by which rabbinical theology(see,for
example,Sifre,Deut.26)designates the two

attributes ("goodness")and ("justice").Another Midrash(Num.R.iv.)compares the
cherubim with heaven and earth,as do the Alexandrians mentioned by Philo("De
Cherubim,"vii.).

Maimonides says("Moreh Nebukim,"iii.45)that the figures of the cherubim were

placed in the sanctuary only to preserve among the people the belief in angels,there

being two in order that the people might not be led to believe that they were the image

of God.There were no cherubim in the Temple of Herod;but according to some

authorities,its walls were painted with figures of cherubim(Yoma 54a).

—Critical View:

Primitive Hebrew tradition must have conceived of the cherubim as guardians of the
Garden of Eden(Gen.iii.34;see also Ezek.xxviii.14).Back of this lies the primitive Semitic
belief in beings of superhuman power and devoid of human feelings,whose duty it was to
represent the gods,and as guardians of their sanctuaries to repel intruders.

Compare the account in the Nimrod-Epos,Tablet IX.;and see
Kosters,in"Theolog.Tijdschrift,"1874,pp.445 et seq.



CHAPTER ELEVEN

TWO GOLDEN CHERUBIM IN HUMAN BRAINS

This is an interesting speculation

https://gnosticwarrior.com/two-golden-cherubim.html

by Moe|Meaning of Symbols
http://www.hiddenmeanings.com/serious.html

This interesting explanation of the Ark and the Cherubim is based on the Gnostic
explanation that is given by the Freemasons.

In this explananation man(Adam)is the Garden of Eden.“As the Tabernacle was the
dwelling place of God among men,likewise the soul body in man is the dwelling place of his
divine nature,”Manly P.Hall

Man is the temple of God.within the temple is the Holy of Holies-which is the Cranium.Inside
it is the Brain which the Ark.



The human brain has an outer covering called Dura Mater which means hard
mother.The inner most sensitive area is called Pia Mater which means Tender Mother.Dura
Mater the outer,and Pia Mater the inner of the human brain,are separated from each other by
something called Arachnoid which is the web,or the curtain or the veil.

One other point directing us to the brain as the actual temple of the Bible.

Acts7:48 The most High dwells not in temples made with hands;

“In the brain of man,between the wings of the kneeling cherubim,is the mercy-seat,and
there man speaks with his God as the priest of the tabernacle spoke to the spirit of the Lord
hovering between the wings of the Angels.Man is again the Ark,and within him are the three
principles,the Father,the Son,and the Holy Spirit—the tablets of the law,the pot of manna,and
the rod that budded.”

Manly Palmer Hall(1901-1990)was a Canadian-born author,lecturer,astrologer and mystic.He is best known for

his 1928 work The Secret Teachings of All Ages.Over his 70 year career,he gave thousands of lectures,including two

at Carnegie Hall,and published over 150 volumes.Wikipedia





“This is the covenant I will make with the house of Israel after that time,”declares the

Lord.“I will put my law in their minds and write in on their hearts”(Jeremiah 31:31)“In building

the Temple,only blocks dressed at the quarry were used,and no hammer,chisel or any other

iron tool was heard at the Temple site while it was being built.”1King 6:7







The universe itself may be a brain of the living Adam Kadamon

The flaming sword in Genesis,and double-edged sword of the Revelation of Saint John
represents the mouth and the word of God that comes from the dwelling-place of God which
is in our blood and brains.

Hebrews.iv.12:”The word of God is quick and powerful(or living and energetic),sharper
than any two-edged sword.”And in Hosea vi.5,the word of God is said to destroy all his
enemies;“Therefore have I hewn them by the prophets,I have slain them by the words of my
mouth;And my judgments have been as the light when it goeth forth.”

The cherubim are te palaquin bearers of YHVHand YHVH is seen to have the form of a
man who is indeed Jesus himself since Jesus is the visible form of YHVH who is invisible.



https://thelightofthecenter.tumblr.com/

The Cherubim of Ezekiel Painted by J.Augustus Knapp from Manly P.Hall‘s The

Secret Teachings of All Ages(1928)

“In the brain of man,between the wings of the kneeling cherubim,is the mercy-seat,and
there man speaks with his God as the priest of the tabernacle spoke to the spirit of the Lord
hovering between the wings of the Angels.”Hall

Crystal Structure of a Complex of DNA with One AT-Hook of HMGA1 showing the
wheels within wheel


